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Cornerstone Managed File Transfer
File Sharing
High profile data breaches continue to plague consumer file sharing services, but the risks go far beyond
hackers and privacy concerns. When users rely on unsanctioned file sharing services to get their work done,
your critical files walk out the door with them if they leave the company. And there’s nothing you can do
about that. Unless you implement a better solution.
Cornerstone MFT provides the effortless file sharing business users demand, with the security, tracking and
control that you need to protect your confidential files and your business.

Enterprise File Sync and Share (EFSS)
Keep your users productive

Access files from any device

You and your employees need to get your work
done, and you can’t settle for inefficient methods.
Employees will look to consumer-grade software
to fill their needs if there is no workable corporate
solution provided. Enterprises and their IT departments struggle to balance the demand for convenience with the need for security. Cornerstone
offers the highest levels of security with effortless
file sharing to keep your work on the move.

The Cornerstone WebUI allows you to access your
data from any device with an Internet connection.
For instance, at the airport you could login to the
Cornerstone WebUI with your mobile device and
securely share a contract with an associate, so
they’re prepared for the meeting when you land.
With the WebUI, you have the security of your
corporate network without the constraints of the
corporate office.

Files stay in your control

Avoid Syncing Complications

If your employees transfer files to their own cloud
storage, that data leaves your control forever. If
the employee leaves your company, they still have
that data under their control, and you may not even
know. You also lose the ability to track or audit file
access—a liability if you are called on to provide
records.

Consumer sync-and-share applications comes with
hidden security and resource costs. Every synced
device holds all of your synced corporate data,
which soaks up space; syncing lots of changed
files can slow your devices and prevent you from
performing time-sensitive tasks. More importantly,
if that device is lost or stolen, that data would be
vulnerable to anyone who got ahold of the device.
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Service reliability and high availability
Consumer grade products, particularly freeware, don’t often make guarantees about their service’s reliability.
Interruptions in service may be common, and be fixed on a slower timetable than an enterprise grade product.
These interruptions are manageable on an individual level, but if they affect an entire organization, productivity
could plummet. Cornerstone can perform in a clustered environment with a load-balancer, which gives you the
ability to handle unlimited amounts of traffic by transferring usage between servers on the fly. No lag, no server
downtime.

HIPAA compliant
If you work with sensitive medical documents, you are required to comply with HIPAA regulations, including the
secure transfer of files. Cornerstone is fully HIPAA compliant, and offers tracking and visibility at all levels, with
granular control of user and group permissions.

Cloud or on-premise options
Cornerstone MFT can perform as either locally-installed server software for your enterprise hardware, or a
SaaS in the cloud. Keeping your data in the cloud lowers hardware and support costs, but if you prefer to keep
your data in-house for the added security benefits, Cornerstone can accommodate you.

Encrypt stored files
Transferring a file securely is only one
part of a secure solution. If your data
is sitting on a server in plain-text, it
is vulnerable. Keep your at-rest files
encrypted to prevent incidental access
to sensitive documents, and add an
extra layer of defense to keep cyber
attackers who have gained access to
your servers from using the data they
find.

South River Technologies is an innovator in secure file management software. More than 90,000 customers in 140 countries use SRT’s software
to make remote file access and collaboration more efficient for their customers, partners, and workforce.
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